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Content of the kit: Main body of racing boat (assembled), 8.4V(7.2V ) nickel cadmium rechargeable battery,

Dedicated charger
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1.Turn the knobs in show, and unlock boat cover.
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2.Take out the cover board of boat in shown.
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3. Please put nickel cadmium battery into the back
the boat and make sure it does not shake.
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4. Please connect battery with the socket part of

receiver.
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5.Please close the cover board of boat, with its

front bolt inserting into boat body.
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6.Turn the knobs in show, and finally lock boat

cover.
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7. Please push switch to the location of "ON", power on remote controller. Please do not put your
hand near screw propeller. Please make sure there is no obstructer near screw propeller so as
to prevent injury caused by fast spinning of screw propeller.
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B. Please use the dedicated charger of this kit for battery charging. Charging voltage is 220V and

charging time is five hours.
Note: Please take good care of battery. Please completely discharge battery before charging. Please

charge battery for standard charging time so as to prolong service life of battery and avoid
damage of battery caused by improper use.
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9. Please push left shaft of remote controller forward, the two screw propellers will spin simultaneously and the racing boat will move forward.

Please push right shaft leftward, the left screw propeller will stop spinning and right screw propeller working racing boat will turn left. Please push
right shaft rightward, the right screw propeller will stop spinning and left screw propeller working racing boat will turn right.
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'10. Please put your boat on water after making sure that transmission and receiving work well and no remote controller of the same working frequency

operates nearby.
Note! 1. User under 14 years old shall follow the guidance of adult.

2. Please do not play the racing boat on swimming pool or water with people swimming in so as to avoid injury.
3. Please observe if there is dirt in water before playing. lf there is too much dirt, the screw propeller will stop spinning as it is unwound by the dirt. We

suggest you not playing the boat on such water.
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11 . lf this article is not used for a long time, Please inject oil in the two copper tubes in boat body for future use.

12. f he remote control radius of this article is 80 meters. Please make sure the boat does not go out of remote control range.
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'13. Please keep this article away from sun light and oil pollution. Please clean it by water with moderate abluent.
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Adjust the rudder to the Ieft slightly.
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A When the autoboat does not fly straight
forward, but fly to the right side,
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A When the autoboat does not fly straight
forward, but fly to the left side,
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